CHAPTER V
CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATION
5.1. Conclusion
Speaking is the basic skill and an importance part of language learning and
teaching. The goal of teaching speaking should improve students' communicative
skills efficiency, because only in that way students can express themselves and learn
how to follow the social and cultural rules in their real life that appropriate in each
communicative situation. Developing speaking material by using scientific approach
that related to the five aspects of scientific Approach becomes one of ways to
increase the students’ speaking skill.
The result of this developing, was speaking material for seventh grade in the
form of material book. The writer has passed some steps in developing; Need
Analysis, Development, Expert Validation, Try Out, Revision, Final Product.
From the result of need analysis the writer can conclude that the target need was
the students could not understand the meaning of communication and they could not
speak fluently. In that school, they only get the material in one book and the content
of speaking was too general and less activity,game and pictures without any activity
that stimulated their thinking and their creativiy that covered their knowledge. So
through the development speaking material by using scientific approach , the students
could get the understanding, more active and creative. In teaching method, the writer
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used scientific approach in variety methods to teach speaking in order to the students
felt enjoy the material.
For the next step was expert validation, the writer got some suggestions from the
experts. The result of expert validation from the English teacher was the material has
been right for seventh grade in this school and the material has been appropriate with
the syllabus and curriculum. And the result of the second expert was he suggested the
writer added the pictures in every activity and discussion and also the activities given
should be more creative, real and sequences. The writer agreed to make the material
was better and finally the writer could finish the material was better.
The next step, the writer has tried out the material to seventh grade student of
SMP Muhammadiyah 7 Cerme, after that the writer give a questionnaire to the
students to know the result and from the result of those questionairs, the writer
conclude that the development speaking material by using scientific approach made
the students interest in teaching English speaking and also increased the students’
knowledge to speak up more often and improve their confident in English learning.
In revision, the writer did the revision from the suggestion of the expert by added
the activity and the writer also improve some pictures related to the topic and
corrected some grammatical error of the material.
After having revision, the final product has been ready to be applied to the
seventh grade of SMP Muhammadiyah 7 Cerme. The book which will be used should
have criteria; the book has interesting pictures, use a simple language which proper
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with the student’s condition, the content must be actual and up to date and the activity
must be guiding the students.
5.1. Recommendation
From the result above the writer gives a recommendation to the teacher and the
next writer. This product can be used in seventh grades of junior high school and also
can be used in eighth grades, or other level students who interested.
For the teacher this product could be their literature in teaching speaking with
scientific Approach as their teaching method in the seventh grade of junior high
school. And this product perhaps can make students motivated in learning speaking
and grow their speaking skill.
For the next writer, this product is only in term of book material. So the writer
suggest to the next writer to make a material in term of e-book or auto-run, so there
are the material and also the game in that e-book. This material product is only
focused on speaking skill, so for the next writer perhaps should make an integrated
material which is consist of writing skill, reading skill, and listening skill.

